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Asking/Answering Questions 6

1. What do you see in this picture?  
a birthday card, a birthday cake, and a present

2. What is this picture about?  a birthday

3. Why are there eight candles on the cake?  
Someone is turning eight years old.

4. What will happen to the candles?  Someone will light them.
Then the birthday person will blow them out.

5. What will everyone do when the candles are lit?  
sing “Happy Birthday”

6. What will the birthday person do before blowing the candles out?
make a wish

7. Why is the present wrapped?  to make a nice present

8. What do you think the present is?  Answers will vary.

9. Ask me a question about the birthday cake.  Questions will vary.
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Grammar 6

1. Fix this sentence/these sentences.
They are diving the dog a bath.  giving
One boy flushes the hose.  squirts
After the bath, the dog shaked himself dry.  shook

2. Put these words in order to make a sentence about this picture.
dog, the, now, clean, is, all    Now the dog is all clean.

3. Tell me what’s happening with the water.  Answers will vary.

4. What did these boys do to the dog?  They gave the dog a bath.

5. What will the dog do when they stop washing him?  He will shake
himself dry.

6. Ask me a question about this picture.  Use the word how.  
Questions will vary.

7. Ask me a question about this picture.  Start with the words ___.
Why did, What should, How could    Questions will vary.
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Comparing/Contrasting 16

1. Describe a roller coaster. Answers will vary.

2. Tell where you could ride a roller coaster.  amusement park, fair

3. How is a roller coaster like a train?  have cars and tracks, use power to
move, have passengers, need ticket to ride

4. How is a roller coaster different from a train?  train for travel, roller 
coaster for entertainment; train track on ground, roller coaster elevated
and hilly; train car carries more passengers

5. How is a roller coaster like a Ferris wheel?  amusement park features, for
recreation, sit to ride

6. How is a roller coaster different from a Ferris wheel?  Ferris wheel goes
in circle, roller coaster goes up and down steep track; Ferris wheel slower

7. What makes some amusement park rides more exciting than others?
Answers will vary.

8. Would you rather ride a roller coaster or a Ferris wheel?  Explain.
Answers will vary.
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Social Communication 7

Autumn, Faith, Allison, and Cole are good friends.  They are the same age,
but Cole is much shorter than the girls.  Some kids at school tease Cole
about being short.  They also make fun of him for hanging out with girls.

1. What is Cole’s problem?  being teased about being short and hanging 
out with girls

2. What should Cole do or say when kids tease him?  ignore it, laugh it off

3. What should Autumn, Faith and Allison do if they hear someone tease
Cole?  stick up for him, help him ignore it

4. Why do you think some kids tease other kids?  Answers will vary.

5. What would you say to Cole to encourage him to ignore teasing from
other kids?  Answers will vary.
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